
 

 

 

 

Mother and child 

Recently, scientists revealed an instinct in women intact and unaffected until the age of technology. When Lee 

Salk was glancing through glossy art books, he noticed that Mary is depicted holding the infant Jesus against 

her left breast. So he began to examine and inspect this matter. First, he determined that modern mothers also 

tend to hold their babies on the left, regardless of their dominant hands. As a control, women were watched 

emerging from supermarkets carrying baby-sized packages. But there was no such tendency. Then, dental 

patients were given a large rubber ball to hold during treatment. The majority clutched the ball to their left 

side, though it interfered with their activities. This suggested that in times of stress, objects are held against 

the left side. At that point, an apparently contradictory phenomenon was observed. A large number of mothers 

who brought their premature babies to a follow-up clinic were seen to hold their babies against their right side. 

                                                                                                 ---R.T.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

        Editor ‟s Script 

This is the third YS since we 

renewed it. Recently, each 

sentence became so long that 

you may not be able to read all 

of them in a short time. But not 

only the length, but also the 

contents became more 

interesting. So please read 

topics by which you are 

attracted, at least.       ---R.T. 

                   Japanese Soccer 
  As you know on October 11th and 15th, Japanese soccer team did two test 

matches and lost both of the two. The scores were 0-2 and 0-1. 

  So Japan could not get only one goal. There are some reasons for this.  

  First, most of the Japanese players, who play in European Leagues, cannot play 

in matches, So they have lost the sense of playing well. 

  Second, Japan is aiming at high level soccer. So now, the most important thing 

for Japan is not immediate winning but the adjustment for 2014 World Cup in 

Brazil. These two are main reasons. But Japan must win against middle level 

teams. Japan has only a few games before the World Cup. Hold out, Japan! 

---K.Y. 

                     Pokemon XY 

 On October 14, new series of Pocket Monster, 

which is one of the most famous games, started to be 

sold. This series Pocket Monster XY has new function. 

It is PSS, Player Search System. Using it, you can 

always communicate with other people who play this 

game near you and people around the world on the 

Internet. You will enjoy playing the game more 

because of this function. 

                                            ---S.S                                             

Book Introducing „Hyoka‟ 

I will introduce to you my favorite book. The title of this book is Hyoka. This 

book is written by Yonezawa Honobu. This writer made a debut as a writer by 

writing this book. The main character of this story is Oreki Houtaro who doesn‟t 

like to do anything troublesome. But he has to be obedient to his older sister 

because she is very strong and scary. So, he had to belong to the Koten (classic) 

Club in his high school by her order. When he went to the clubroom of the club for 

the first time, there was a girl whose name is Chitanda Eru who comes from a 

distinguished family. She told him she belonged to the Club for personal reasons. 

Then Fukube Satoshi, who is Houtaro‟s friend, and Ibara Mayaka, who is his 

childhood friend, belongs to the Club. Then many students bring them a lot of 

troubles because Houtaro is very smart. And Houtaro knows Chitanda‟s trouble 

and he solves it. What is Chitanda‟s trouble? If you want to know the reason for 

this, please read this book.                                                        

---S.I 

 

Ethnic religions and World religions 

 As you know, Ethnic religions are such as primitive religions, shin-to in 

Japan, and Judaism. World religions are, for example, Buddhism, 

Christianity, and Islam. There are five differences between these two. 

First, an ethnic religion is believed in by only a race, and a world religion 

is believed in by races all over the world. In this sense world religions 

are called universal religions. This difference is caused by their 

principles. Second people who believe in ethnic religions have a tendency 

to think this life important, and because world religions are preached to 

people as individuals and disregard social rules, world religions have a 

tendency to refuse this life. Third, ethnic religions come spontaneously 

and world religions began to be preached by the founders. So, the former 

is called a spontaneous religion, the latter is called a preached religion. 

Fourth, in ethnic religions a society and religion don‟t divide into two 

groups, and world religions create religious group that are divided from 

a society. Fifth, ethnic religions are close to politics and world religions 

are independent from politics. But world religions have been close to 

politics for a long time.                    ---N.F 

Science 

I‟ll introduce “Superconductivity” to you. It‟s called “Chodendo” in Japanese. 

First of all, I‟ll explain the mechanism of it in simple words. When particular 

metal, chemical compound, matter are refrigerated to very low temperature, their 

electric resistance disappear rapidly. 

 This phenomenon is called “Superconductivity”. Other phenomenon happens at 

the same time, but it‟s too hard for me to explain them to you.  

Second, I‟ll tell you about the application of “Superconductivity”. As I wrote above 

when a matter becomes a superconductor, electric resistance disappears. 

Therefore, if, we can apply this phenomenon to power lines, the loss of electricity 

by transmitting it from power plants to our houses will disappear. There are many 

other things that superconductivity can be applied to. For example, MRI, linear 

motor cars. What I told you about superconductivity is only a small part of it. 

Superconductivity still has many possibilities!!                        ---Y.K. 

                        My Hobby 

I bought a game which is called “MH4”, or Monster Hunter 4th a month 

ago. I am enjoying it every day. After we become a brave hunter in MH4, 

we hunt a lot of imaginary monsters. I introduce the main monster “Goa 

Magara” to you. Please imagine it. Its body is black. It has black and big 

wings whose colors change vividly. It uses its own wings well as if the 

wings were its legs. It always scatters black scales to look for its enemy. 

It also scatters virus. The virus makes the monster very ferocious. The 

virus is very dangerous not only for monster but also for hunters. 

Anyway, the game is very interesting. Why don‟t you play the game?                                             

---K.K 

Renewal 

YS is published by 2-1 class. YS tells you the news around us. 

The reason why we publish YS is we want to tell many people 

about events around us, our opinions, and very interesting 

original stories. We will try to publish YS every week. YS was 

renewed on October 4. Please look forward to reading it!  
---YS Renewal Vol.3  October 25 , 2013                       Editor.R.T. 

 


